
Subject: PlantUmlEditor
Posted by Didier on Fri, 07 Dec 2018 16:32:57 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Hy all,

I use PlantUml from time to time to make some sequence diagrams ... but it lacks a good editor
with decent colorising.
So I decided to try to make one using Upp::CodeEditor and Boost::spirit

This is a first try and it can only edit one file at a time since I added some file context management
(Macro, Participants) (I still need to find out how to manage this correctly with CodeEditor) but the
parsing and colorising works great (although not perfect for the moment).

Since this subject comes up regularly: so I think this example could be of interest to others

Note :
 the parsing can DETECT SYNTAX ERRORS and line is displayed in red until the error is
corrected (all errors aren't detected at the moment : I have to correct/enhance the syntax
declaration) but this brings much power to the editor

File Attachments
1) PlantUmlEditor.zip, downloaded 215 times

Subject: Re: PlantUmlEditor
Posted by Didier on Fri, 07 Dec 2018 17:16:51 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Mirek,

while trying to use CodeEditor, I noticed there are many many calls to
Upp::EditorSyntax::Highlight() and other Upp::EditorSyntax:: methods each time a key is hit while
editing.
Is this normal/intended behaviour or am I misusing CodeEditor ?

Another thing I noticed is that while using TheIde to edit code (under linux with always a recent
version compiled), editing freezes (1 sec) frow time to time and I also have (rarely) unwanted file
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modifications (when undo/redo or save) ... so maybe the freeze is linked to the multiple calls and
the unwanted file modification ??
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